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Abstract:
San Diego Gas & Electric, SDG&E, is introducing the initial implementations of the Smart Grid design
for their electrical system. To effectively communicate with customers about their Smart Grid efforts, the
IntelliGrid team is creating a model that will integrate software and hardware components to demonstrate a
realistic electrical network that will represent SDG&E’s vision. The model will simulate the ability to generate
and dynamically dispatch distributed energy resources to support system under both steady state and emergency
conditions. It will also display the implementation of a self-healing network concept and show the effects of
renewable energy on the grid.
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Introduction:
In order to demonstrate SDG&E’s Smart Grid efforts, an interactive model of San Diego was built
demonstrating the concept of a self-healing network. A physical model and an Android application complement
each other to effectively illustrate the smart grid to the public. Our team, IntelliGrid, was composed of both a
software and hardware team.
The hardware team constructed a physical model of San Diego containing a sub-station, downtown, and
residential areas. The model demonstrates energy flow throughout the city with a very appealing light animation
system which incorporates switches, transformers, and ties. Energy flows to six different loads, three residential
and three commercial, and the two react according to the conditions of the other. Two of the residential loads
are interactive, allowing the user to increase or decrease the load. Two faults that may be initiated by a user and
a night phase animation add to the interactivity of the model. Interactivity is managed by several
microcontrollers under the model, which communicate over Wi-Fi to a table running the accompanying app.
The software team created an Android application to control the hardware model. The application
displays how power, conventional and renewable, flows from SDG&E to residential and commercial areas. The
user is able to cause faults, pause and fast forward time, view power statistics at each load, control the speed of
wind turbines, add and remove solar panels or electric vehicles, and view the graph page that displays a live
update of the power consumed by the loads.
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Physical Model
The smart grid model demonstrates power system technology as well as many interactive elements. The
main purpose was to make the smart grid simulation understandable, realistic, as well as attractive to the
viewers. In order to accomplish these purposes, the physical model of the demonstration was carefully designed
and created. The IntelliGrid model’s layout was originally created in the SolidWorks 3D modeling program
before actual construction. Most of the buildings and components were also created in SolidWorks, then 3D
printed especially for this project. These buildings and components are attached to two base plates that were
water jet based on a SolidWorks drawing. The buildings, components, and base plates were assembled in a
SolidWorks assembly project to simulate the actual layout. Figure 1-a shows the SolidWorks assembly model
of the IntelliGrid layout.

Figure 1-a: IntelliGrid layout assembly

Frame and Lid Design
The design of the housing was a challenging part of the smart grid project, because the physical model
should represent San Diego as well as contain all the electronic components of the simulation. To achieve this,
we came up with the idea to design a box frame with a lid on top of it to display and support the model. 80/20
T-slot extrusions and corner pieces were used to create the physical model and designed using AutoCAD and
SolidWorks software. Features in SolidWorks and AutoCAD allow users to design and create models using
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80/20 materials through 80/20’s CAD library of accessories. As shown in Figure 1-b, the dimensions of the box
are 24 inches x 36 inches and 5 inches tall. Four friction hinges are attached to a lid on the top and is created
using 80/20 T-slots extrusions and it is 1 inch tall. The reason for using friction hinges is to allow the lid to be
lifted, allowing access to the inside of the box. Viewers can see the circuitry operating the model, while giving
operators storage space.

Figure 1-b: 80/20 box frame and lid design

Top Plates
It was important to make the right decision of materials for the top, bottom, and side plates. This is
especially true for the top plate, since it should be durable and lightweight to support and enable easy placement
of 3D printed models, LEDs, and PCBs. We chose to place two Plexiglas acrylic base plates on top: the Bottom
Plate and Top Plate. The main purpose for choosing this material is because it is easy to drill holes for both
LEDs and PCBs by using a water jet cutting machine.
The Bottom Plate houses the PCBs, wire holders, and through holes for the holes on the Top Plate.
Mounted on top of the bottom plate is the Top Plate that supports the buildings, grid components, interactive
components, and LEDs. The Top Plate is also decorated with ballast and other decorations to bring the model
city to life. The purpose of two plates it to minimize the number of holes that the public will see on the top
visual plate. Because the PCB and wire holder holes are not hidden by houses, the Bottom Plate allows the
model to hide these holes under the Top Plate.
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All the holes on the Top and Bottom Plates were water jetted due to the increased speed and accuracy
that water jetting provides. Because the buildings’ locations were positioned before the LED path, a grid was
used to position the LEDs. This grid can be seen in Figure 1-c. Using this grid allowed us to quickly layout a
linear, equally spaced path for the LEDs. By simply changing the grid holes constraints from construction to
line, the LED path was created to loop around the preplaced buildings, houses, and components. Figure 1-d
shows how the grid maps to the actual layout.

Figure 1-c: LED water jet grid

Figure 1-d: Grid on layout

The mounting holes for all of the buildings and components were also added to the water jet drawings,
as well as hole locations for multiple wires to pass through, thus allowing the Bottom Plate’s PCBs to attach to
the LED PCBs in the buildings on the Top Plate. Because these buildings and components moved around a lot
during the design of the layout, the holes on the water jet drawing were linked to the building or component’s
model in the layout’s assembly. This way when a building or component was moved around in the layout’s
assembly, then the water jet drawing would automatically update the model’s new hole locations. The mounting
holes and wire through holes can be seen in orange in Figure 1-e and in blue in Figure 1-f.
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Figure 1-e: Top Plate water jet

Figure 1-f: Bottom Plate water jet

Bottom and Side Plates
The last step was choosing the cover material for all sides of the box frame. After a detailed research, we
decided on 100% renewable old corrugated cardboard (OCC) material to use for the side covers. Since the smart
grid demonstration project incorporates renewable energy sources, we wanted our side cover plates to be
renewable as well.

Layout Design
The layout for this grid was made to look like San Diego, so we constructed downtown and residential
areas. A Google image of San Diego, seen in Figure 1-g, was the model used to create the look of downtown
San Diego. The key features to give the model this look are the mirroring of the 5, 163 and 94 freeways, as well
as the design and locations of landmark San Diego buildings. The design of the IntelliGrid layout can be seen in
Figure 1-h. This figure also shows the names and locations of the buildings and events seen in this model. See
Table 1 to link the numbers in Figure 1-h to their definition.
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Figure 1-g: Google map

Figure 1-h: IntelliGrid layout

Table 1: IntelliGrid layout building numbers

1

13

Marriott South Tower

14

Marriott North Tower

15

Manchester Grand Hyatt Hotel

4

House with solar panel and electric
vehicle detection
House with solar panel and electric
vehicle detection
House with solar panel and electric
vehicle detection
Convenience Store

16

One America Plaza

5

House with solar panel detection

17

Air and Space Museum

6

House with solar panel detection

18

Wind Turbines

7

House with no detection

19

Bulk Solar Panels

8

House with no detection

20

SDG&E Substation

9

House with no detection

21

10

Petco Park

22

Utility Poles with Mylar balloon
detection
Construction Zone with dig detection

11

Emerald Plaza East Tower

23

Midway Museum

12

Emerald Plaza West Tower

2
3
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The layout also maps the rough location of the San Diego landmark buildings to their actual locations in
the skyline. Figure 1-i shows how the IntelliGrid’s layout maps to the actual skyline.

Figure 1-i: Skyline similarities

Houses and Store
To create the residential side of the model, three types of houses were designed. These houses were
required to look like middle class homes that could be found in San Diego. Because many neighborhoods
include convenience stores, a store was modeled. The houses and store were designed to be extra sturdy and
durable so that the model can endure interactions with the public. To accomplish this, all the walls were made to
be 0.1 inches thick. These models also needed to be mounted to the base plate. For ease of assembly, three
wedges were designed inside of these models. These wedges all have small holes pre-drilled inside of them. The
holes are a little smaller than a hole needed for a No. 4 screw, this way when No. 4 sheet metal screws are used,
the screws will self-tap the holes during installation. This is taking advantage of the malleability of the 3D
printer’s material. Images and description of each 3D model can be seen in the Supporting Documents file in
the project archive.
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Embedded System Design
Because this model is interactive, it required electronics to manage the interactive elements.
Microcontrollers as well as sensors allow the user to interact with the model. A modular embedded system was
developed to divide the overall electronics design into manageable weekly assignments within the hardware
team. The embedded system modules control Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) and Direct Current (DC) motors
with digital output signals and Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) and monitor sensors that produce digital and
analog signals. A high-level overview of the modular embedded system can be seen in Figure 2-a. The
microcontrollers used were PIC microcontrollers by Microchip and programmed in C using the MPLAB X
Integrated Development Environment. Each microcontroller was programmed using the PICkit 3 In-Circuit
Debugger, all available from Microchip’s website.

Figure 2-a: Embedded system design overview
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General Purpose PCB (GPPCB)
Since the embedded system modules have similar input and output (I/O) requirements, the General
Purpose Printed Circuit Board (GPPCB) was designed as a custom breakout board for a PIC16F886
microcontroller to facilitate quick assembly and prolonged maintainability of the IntelliGrid Smart Grid Model,
shown in Figure 2-b. As a result, each GPPCB was populated to accommodate the specific I/O needs of each
individual embedded system module. Surface mounted components used on each GPPCB can be seen on the
Component Guide in the attached project archive. The GPPCB was designed using Altium and fabricated by
OSHpark. The GPPCB contains pins to connect to the PICkit 3 for programming and connections for I2C
communication as well as for power. Refer to GPPCB Specifications and Features in the appendix for a detailed
explanation of the GPPCB.

Figure 2-b: General Purpose PCB

Division of Processing
A total of eight general purpose PCBs were used to control houses, interactive faults and renewable
energy sources, as well as LED lighting. In addition to the eight GPPCBs, an additional microcontroller served
as the master microcontroller, this being a more robust PIC18. The master microcontroller then communicates
to the tablet running the app through the XBee Wi-Fi module. This division of labor is illustrated in Figure 2-c,
where the electronics of the model are placed on the Bottom Plate.
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Figure 2-c: GPPCBs mounted on the model

Refer to Division of Processing in the Supporting Documents file in the digital project archive for an
overview of the functions of each microcontroller and additional components of the model electronics.

Communication

Figure 3-a: Communications hardware

The Wi-Fi module, a Digi Xbee S6B, facilitates wireless communication between the Android tablet
application and the IntelliGrid Smart Grid Model. The master microcontroller, a Microchip PIC18F45K20,
sends and receives data with the Wi-Fi module using Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART)
communication protocol. There are eight PIC16F886 microcontrollers that utilize the Inter-Integrated Circuit
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(I2C) communication protocol to send and receive data with the master microcontroller. Thus, the combination
of the Wi-Fi module and master microcontroller allow the Android tablet application to the send and receive
data with the slave microcontrollers.
● UART Baud rate: 115,200 Kbps
● I2C Baud rate: 200 Kbps
The I2C Signal Reference in the appendix displays the communication packets being sent from the
master microcontroller to the receive (RX) buffer of the slave microcontrollers and the packets received from
the transmit (TX) buffer of the slaves. The master microcontroller reads the command from the Wi-Fi module
and sends the proper commands to each individual microcontroller’s RX buffer when information is read from
the slave’s TX buffer it is parsed and the correct update commands are sent back to the tablet.
When sending data to the slaves, the master first sends a start bit telling all slaves they are about to be
potentially called and then it sends the proper address, these are the Hex numbers 0x10 - 0x80 indicating
controllers 1 - 8. When the correct slave reads its address, it is ready to receive data, the master then sends all
data one byte at a time and finishes communication with a stop bit. All other slaves ignore incorrect addresses
and continue with their operations.
When reading data from a slave, the master sends a start bit then the proper address + 1 (0x11-0x81) this
tells the slaves that they are to be read from. Once all data has been received, the master sends another stop bit
to end communication.

Power Supply

Figure 3-b: Power Supply (left) and Terminal Block (right)
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The power supply is an XP Power 5V 100W AC/DC converter capable of supplying a continuous 14
Amps to the grid. This power supply is responsible for supplying power to all microcontrollers and LED strings.
This is done through a power distribution block made up of Weildmuller terminal blocks that are connected
together creating both 5V and neutral busses for easy power connections to all microcontroller and LED strings.

Interactive Houses - GPPCB 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
In order to achieve a realistic model of San Diego, the model contained three residential neighborhoods,
two of which are interactive. The neighborhoods feature removable electric vehicles (EVs) and roof-top solar
panels along with user-controlled cloud cover, making this the most interactive area of the model.

Electric Vehicles
With the rise in popularity of electric vehicles among SDG&E customers come complications in the
load. A single charging EV consumes the equivalent of several residential homes, significantly increasing the
load especially during the day. Another issue with EVs is that they are mobile and could be charged in different
homes. This makes it difficult to calculate an average load a line has, which is why SDG&E would like its
customers to report the purchase of an electric vehicle in order to upgrade the distribution system.

Figure 4-a: Lower neighborhood - Daytime with no Solar Panels and EVs Charging
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The model incorporates EVs in the Lower Neighborhood to show the increase in power consumption. A
piece of tin coated steel is placed in front of a house garage door, called the carport, with a Hall effect switch
(HES) hidden under the carport. An N-scale car with a magnet glued under it, south pole facing down, is placed
on one of the three carports activating the HES. A blue status LED lights up to confirm the presence of an EV
on the load, as seen in Figure 4-a. The carport material is magnetic, allowing the cars to remain in place even
when the model is lifted.
Roof-top Solar Panels
Another technology becoming popular with consumers is photovoltaic (PV), or solar, panels. PV panels
generate energy for a house, which is supplemented by the grid for any extra power needed. However, panels
can also generate more than the house is consuming, pushing energy back into the grid for other homes to
consume. The grid is no longer a one-way flow of energy, but a dynamic flow with the appearance of these
technologies.

Figure 4-b: Middle neighborhood with solar panels

To demonstrate the effect of solar panels, houses in the two interactive residential neighborhoods allow
the user to add and remove panels, with the exception of the convenience store. PV panels, shown in Figure 4-b,
are made by a piece of plastic with an opening in the center for a 0.5 inch diameter rare earth magnet, south pole
facing down. The magnet is held in place by sandwiching the plastic and magnet between two pieces of tin
coated steel with glue. Under the roof, inside the house, lie other pieces of the same metal as well as a HES. The
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magnetic field of the magnet is strong enough to activate the HES and stick to the roof, without being too strong
or too weak.

Photovoltaic Generation
PV panel generation is proportional to the amount of sunlight received, so the more sunlight there is, the
more the panel generates. Sunlight intensity is not constant, however, no generation occurs at night and cloudy
conditions decrease energy production during the day. The last interactive element in the houses is the amount
of generation by solar panels, which can be controlled by the user.

Figure 4-c: Lower Neighborhood - Daytime (Very Cloudy) with Solar Panels and no EVs Charging

A status LED on top of the interactive houses displays how much energy is being produced. Green
symbolizes full energy production such as in a clear day, yellow means less production, and red means low
generation, such as in a very cloudy or rainy day. If a panel is still attached during night, the LED becomes
purple to show no generation due to nighttime. The LED will turn off whenever a panel is not present.
To change between the three levels of cloud cover, the user simply places his or her hand on top of a
neighborhood. The lower the hand, the more cloud cover there is. This is achieved by using a SONAR
proximity sensor lying flush with the model, shown in Figure 4-c. The sensor emits a high frequency sound and
measures the time for the sound to reflect back. The sensor then finds the corresponding distance and outputs an
analog voltage proportional to the distance recorded. It outputs Vcc/512 volts per inch, or approximately
9.8mV/in. for the +5 supply in the model. This analog signal is fed to all the houses in the same neighborhood,
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so the lower SONAR feeds a signal to GPPCBs 1, 2, and 3 while the middle SONAR sends a signal to GPPCBs
4 and 5. This allows all houses in a neighborhood to generate the same amount and have two neighborhoods
independent of the other. The microcontroller in each GPPCB reads the signal through pin 2 and sets the LED
color based on the analog voltage level.

Downtown Module - GPPCB #6
Mylar Balloon Fault (Utility Poles)
Mylar balloons, as shown in Figure 5-a, pose a safety hazard to the SDG&E’s power transmission
system. Mylar balloons have a metallic coating which is a conductor of electricity. When a Mylar balloon
contacts power transmission lines, an isolated power outage or electrical fire may occur. As a result, SDG&E
urges their customers to NOT release Mylar balloons outdoors, to keep Mylar balloons indoors, to securely tie
down and weight Mylar balloons, and to puncture the Mylar balloon to release helium before disposal.

Figure 5-a: Mylar balloon

Figure 5-b: Mylar balloon interactive event

Therefore, the IntelliGrid Smart Grid Model features a Mylar balloon fault to help SDG&E
communicate the above recommendations to their customers. A 0.5” Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR), seen in
Figure 5-c, is used to simulate a Mylar Balloon. The FSR is wrapped in ESD safe plastic bag and fishing line
was attached to represent a Mylar Balloon. The Mylar Balloon event is located between two 3D printed utility
poles in the the middle residential neighborhood (Figure 5-b).
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Figure 5-c: FSR

Figure 5-d: FSR - Resistance vs Force

Figure 5-e: GPPCB #6 FSR Circuit

As shown in Figure 5-d. when force is applied to the the Mylar Balloon (squeezed by human touch), the
resistance in the FSR decreases. The circuit, seen in Figure 5-e, is implemented on GPPCB #6, where a
PIC16F886 ADC (channel AN1) measures the voltage change produced by the changing resistance in the FSR.
When the analog voltage crosses an empirically determined threshold, the fault is triggered.

Figure 5-f: Mylar Balloon Sparks LEDs

Figure 5-g: Mylar Balloon Status LED

Before the Mylar Balloon Fault is activated, the Mylar balloon spark LEDs and the status LED are off.
When the event is triggered the, spark LEDs flash and then the status LED turns yellow. The spark LEDs are 2lead bright white LEDs located on the utility pole transformers, and the status LED is a 4-lead RGB LED. The
circuits used to control these LEDs are also located on GPPCB #6 using Port A GPIOs 3 through 7. For specific
pins, refer to Figure 5-f and Figure 5-g.
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Dig Alert Fault (Construction Zone)
SDG&E customers are encouraged to call 811 before digging for construction projects or starting a
garden to have underground utility lines marked at no cost. Calling Dig Alert helps avoids possible injury,
damage to buried gas and electric power lines, and prevents service interruption.

Figure 5-h: Dig Alert Campaign Logo

Figure 5-i: Dig Alert Interactive Event

As a result, the IntelliGrid Smart Grid Model features a Dig Alert fault to help SDG&E communicate
the hazards of digging without knowing where the utility lines are located. In the Construction Zone, a Hall
Effect Switch (HES) detects the south pole of a magnet in the bucket of a small toy tractor. See Figure 5-i.

Figure 5-j: HES

Figure 5-k: HES Circuit

The circuit, seen in Figure 5-k, is implemented on GPPCB #6. A digital input on the microcontroller
detects the state of the HES on pin 2. The Dig Alert Fault signal is active-low. When the digital signal is HIGH
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(~5 V), there is no magnetic south pole present. When the digital signals is LOW (~0 V), a magnetic south pole
is detected and a Dig Alert Fault is triggered.
Before the Dig Alert Fault is activated, the Dig Alert spark LEDs and the status LED are off. When the
event is triggered the, spark LEDs flash and then the status LED turns yellow. The spark LEDs are 2-lead bright
white LEDs located on the utility pole transformers, and the status LED is a 4-lead RGB LED. The circuits
used in to control these LEDs are also located on GPPCB #6 using Port B GPIOs 0,1,3,4, and 5.

Bulk Renewables and Battery Storage – GPPCB 7
Renewable energy and load balancing are important features of SDG&E’s Smart Grid, therefore, wind
turbines, solar panels, and battery storage has been included in the model. GPPCB 7 is used to support and
control the bulk renewables and battery storage modules.

Wind Turbines
Renewable energy from wind farms in Kern and Riverside Counties help SDG&E conform to everevolving energy regulations. To help demonstrate this effort, interactive wind turbines have been placed at the
edge of the model.
The wind turbines on the model can be manipulated by either the rotary encoder located next to the
turbines, as shown in Figure 6-a, or by the app. There are four speed levels that the wind turbines operate: off,
level one, level two, and level three. When the turbines are off a red LED is lit, and as the speed level of the
turbines increase, the red LED turns off and three green LEDs light in succession. Aside from the LEDs lighting
up, the wind turbines also spin and increase in speed; the turning of the turbines is accomplished using two DC
motors controlled by the PWM outputs of the PIC16F886. As users interact with the rotary encoder, the change
in the speed of wind turbines is reported to the app, which then changes the amount of green LEDs on the grid.
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Figure 6-a: Wind turbines with speed indicator LEDs and rotary encoder speed adjustment

Solar Panels
SDG&E has invested heavily in projects like the Sun Rise Power Link in order to expand the amount of
solar power in its renewables portfolio. Solar farms in Imperial County, from which SDG&E procures
renewable energy, are represented by interactive solar panels located at the edge of the model.
The solar panels, as shown in Figure 6-b, are at the edge of the model. When the model is going through
the “day phase” the users can move their hands over an ultrasonic rangefinder to simulate “cloud cover” over
the solar panels. The signal from the rangefinder is read by the Analog to Digital Convertor (ADC) of the
PIC16F886; as the distance of the users hand changes so does the level of “cloud cover”. There are three levels

Figure 6-b: Solar panels and indicator RGB LED; used to represent solar farms in Imperial County

of “cloud cover” which are indicated by the color of the RGB LED located in front of the solar panels. With no
“cloud cover” the RGB LED is green, the first level of “cloud cover” turns the RGB LED blue, and the last
level of “cloud cover” turns the RGB LED red. As the level of “cloud cover” changes, this value is reported to
the app and the amount of renewable power in the grid is adjusted accordingly. During the “night phase,” as
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shown in Figure 6-c, the solar panels are not interactive, the RGB LED is purple and no renewable power flows
from the solar panels to the grid.

Figure 6-c: Solar panels with RGB LED indicator during night phase

Battery Storage
In order to show SDG&E’s ability to adjust to varying demands on the grid, we have placed a battery
storage unit on the model in front of the SDG&E substation. Battery storage is used to store power when
production is higher than demand; battery storage is also used to balance the load when demand rises above the
level of production.
The batter storage module is only interactive via the app. The app updates the storage level based on the
conditions of the grid. There are three levels of battery storage, which are indicated by three LEDs, one red and
two green. One red LED being lit indicates the lowest level of battery storage; one green LED being lit
indicates the next level of battery storage; two green LEDs being lit indicates the highest level of battery
storage.

Figure 6-d: Battery storage unit outside of substation
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Light Animation System - GPPCB #8
The Light Animation System is controlled by a single PIC, controlling all the LEDs in the model which
include all the transmission lines where we display users how power is flowing, shown in Figure 7-a. It has
control over the switches, transformers and the tie.
In order for users to understand better the flow of energy from the substation to the different loads, we
created a very appealing Light Animation System. The animation is composed of three different colors.

Blue: Conventional energy that SDG&E receives from the grid or their own power plants from different fuel
sources. As in reality, most of the power consumed in our model is conventional energy.

Figure 7-a: Light Animation Layout

Green: Renewable energy that is being generated in real time in the model. We are creating this energy with
wind turbines and solar panels. The energy produced in the model is distributed to the different loads. In our
model, the main renewable energy sources are located outside our grid. Green energy flows into SDG&E’s
conventional energy transmission lines, which is sent directly to the substation to provide additional power
support to the grid. Users are able to track every single one of the green orbs throughout its path to understand
how energy is sent from the substation to one of the six different loads.
Red: Represents a closed path. We use a set of three LEDs to represent switches. Also, each of the six loads has
a transformer, represented by a red LED.
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Switches: There are 6 switches in our model, representing reclosers. A switch is composed of three red LEDs
during normal operation. Each of the switches has three transmission lines connected. Switches are located in
the buses where each of the loads branch out. Whenever there is a fault in any of the transmission lines
connected to any of the switches, the nearest LED of the switch turns green to show users that the section that
was faulted has been opened, halting the flow of power.
Tie: There is a Tie in our model that is open under normal conditions, displayed by using two green LEDs. The
main function of the TIE is to close automatically by turning both of the LEDs red, to provide a path for power
to be rerouted in case of a fault.
Transformers: They are composed by a single red LED during normal operation. Every load has its own
transformer. When a fault occurs in any of the loads, the respective transformer turns green, implying that there
is no power flow.

LED Operation and Control
In order to create an appealing power flow, we used 12 mm digital RGB LED strands, see Figure 7-b.
Every LED has a built in PWM modulator (WS2801). Strands came in sets of 25 LEDs. Every LED is digitally
controlled by clocking 24 bits to display a pixel color.

Figure 7-b: RGB LED Strands
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The strings are connected by 4 cables. The red wire conducts power (+5V), the blue wire connects to
ground, the yellow wire is connected to data and the last green wire is clock. Each of the LED strands is able to
pull up to 1.5 Amps while displaying white. Overall, the entire string is pulling around 8 amps during operation.
In order to control the entire set of 177 LEDs, a packet of 4248 bits is sent from the app. The app sends
the packet to the Wi-Fi module. The Wi-Fi module sends the information to the master microcontroller, which
sends the entire packet to the light animation microcontroller, GPPCB #8.
The LED strings are updated in our model at a rate of about 12 Hz, or every 83ms. In order to program
the entire LED string, the binary code is sent to the LEDs by changing the data and clock pins as necessary.
When the PIC has finished programming the string, a minimum of 25 ms pause must be applied to let the LEDs
latch the binary code sent, and the pixel color is displayed.

Light Animation System Diagram
Figure 7-c in the appendix shows the arrangement of the entire 177 LED string in the model. This
diagram was used to place the LEDs in the model in addition to know which LEDs where going to be
programmed to act as switches, transformers or the TIE. Since the LEDs were connected in series, positioning
was crucial.
Night Phase Animation
In order to give the model a more realistic look and feel, as well as to better simulate the activity of the
people living in San Diego, we have included a Night Phase Animation for our model. This phase follows the
clock cycle predetermined by the software simulation and at exactly 7:30 PM in the 24 hour cycle, all the lights
in the houses and buildings are turned on. Lights are turned off when the clock cycle hits 6:00 AM in the 24
hour cycle.
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Figure 8-a: Downtown at “night”

Figure 8-b: Residential Neighborhoods at “night”

To achieve this feature for the model, we utilize the PWM peripheral of the PIC16F886 microcontroller.
All the lights are controlled by the output of the PWM, which is the duty cycle. By increasing or decreasing the
duty cycle, we are able to change the intensity of the lights. However, the PIC16F886 only has 2 PWM outputs,
so 7 microcontrollers were required to light up all 8 houses and 5 buildings.
In order to minimize the number of microcontrollers and to have simpler connections for the model, we
decided to make use of the interactive microcontrollers that do not use its PWM outputs. With this method, we
are able to accomplish the Night Phase Animation without the need to add extra microcontrollers to our model.
Another problem that we encounter is that the microcontroller is only able to supply a limited amount of
current for the LEDs. As a result, the microcontroller alone is unable to provide the current needs for the Night
Phase Animation. To overcome this challenge, we employ the transistor low side switch method to redirect the
role of current supplying to the 5V voltage source.

Figure 8-c: Transistor low side switch

Figure 8-d: White 3014 SMD LED

Figure 8-e: NPN Transistor
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For the general diagram above, the input is the PWM output of the microcontroller with the control
resistor R_1 value of 540Ω and the R_LED value of 100Ω so that a current of 20mA will consistently flow
through the LED. The LEDs and the transistors that are used for this method are surface mount components so
that both sides of the PCBs can be utilized.
Due to the different in sizes and shapes of the buildings, custom PCBs were designed to fit in each
building. These PCBs are called “personality” PCBs and each building has its own “personality” PCB with
mounted LEDs on both sides to perform the Night Phase Animation. The buildings are also covered on the
inside by white paper in order to achieve better light illumination while shielding the sight of the PCBs from the
viewers. The houses and convenience store all share the same “personality” PCB since they have similar
structures with each other.

Power World Simulation
To create a realistic smart grid demonstration model, an accurate electrical system needed to be
designed. Power World Simulator was used to design the system and to perform power flow analysis to ensure
the system worked properly. The first task involved designing a distribution system. To make the model easy
to understand we used a loop distribution system. Although simple, it is the building block of large scale
network distribution systems and can demonstrate how self-healing works in a smart grid. We distributed
power along two main feeders connected by a tie, which allows power to be rerouted in the case of a fault. We
then decided to include three residential loads and three commercial loads. Each residential load represents an
entire neighborhood and each commercial load represents several commercial buildings. For generation a
conventional power plant was included and for renewable energy a photovoltaic power station and wind farm
were included. To provide load leveling a battery energy storage system was also incorporated. Finally to
provide grid protection and self-healing capabilities switches were added along each feeder. The entire system
can be seen below.
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Figure 9-a: Power World Simulation

An important part of the simulation included creating generation and demand data. The data had to be realistic
and meet requirements set by SDG&E. The capacity of the feeders needed to be 80% or less during peak hours
and the grid still needed to be able to self-heal. This required careful tweaking of the data and feeder capacities.

Figure 9-b: Demand Curves

For generation, the renewable energy sources needed to provide 33% of the power during peak hours. To do
this the data was scaled as necessary. There were no average values for wind power so we had to come up with
a profile that demonstrated how wind power ramps up at night and decreases during the day.
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Figure 9-c: Generation Curves

Simulation Design
To design the simulation we needed data from the PowerWorld software. Bryan and Lawrence were the two
members of the team that were familiar with the software and were able to provide the data while helping with
questions I had about the simulation itself. Using PowerWorld, they were able to generate the values for power
consumed by each load. The values are then recorded over a period of a simulated 24 hours. The recorded
values were then put into a spreadsheet that could be modified throughout the semester when changes to the
loads were necessary.
The datasheet Figure 10-a (see Appendix) is the power consumed by each load in terms of real power
(MW). We also had another datasheet that recorded the same loads but in terms of reactive power (MVAR).
Having both of these values was necessary to calculate the apparent power (MVA) of the loads. All three types
of values are displayed on the user interface of the application.
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Figure 10-b: Simulation Design

My goal was to have a working simulation that could be later modified when transferred into the
Android SDK. The Figure 10-b, represented the diagram of the simulation we wanted to create. The right three
loads L1, L2, and L3, represented the residential areas while the left side L4, L5, and L6 represented the
commercial areas. I used a programming software called NetBeans to test my simulations. We placed the values
from PowerWorld into arrays and created twelve overall (one set for real power and one for reactive power).
These arrays are placed into a loop where each value is read and adjusted accordingly by other sources.

Figure 10-d: Coefficients

Load 2 could be adjusted from solar panels and Load 3 could be adjusted by solar panels and electric
vehicles. The Solar variable is an array that contains 24 values just like the loads. These 24 values represented
the strength of sunlight throughout the day. Sunlight would be at its strongest in the afternoon and weakest
during the night.

Figure 10-e: Solar Panel Array
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This was multiplied by weather and this was controlled by how cloudy the area of the loads were. 1
would represent a sunny environment while 0.2 would be a cloudy environment. This was adjusted by sensors
on the hardware model where the user could place their hand over the sensor to simulate clouds. For Load 3,
adding an electric vehicle draws 0.4 MW towards the load. A total of two electric vehicles can be added or
removed from the area.
We created the following algorithm for the power plant, wind farm, and battery that affect the overall
power supplied by SDG&E. All three were also assigned values into arrays that represented 24 hours. These
were fixed values in the simulation where the wind farm was the only variable that could be overrode by the
user adjusting the actual hardware knob.
In Figure 10-i, we labeled the loads and transmission lines with letters. These letters represent the
percentage of power that is being consumed or transmitted through that area. The percentages are created by
dividing the apparent power of the loads by a fixed capacity. The formula for apparent power is displayed in the
figure below.

Figure 10-h: Apparent Power Equation

In Figure 10-i, this is where we assigned the percentages to each letter variable. This is the part of the
code where power is distributed from SDG&E to the residential areas and commercial areas and not through the
tie “G”.

Figure 10-i: Transformer and Transmission Line Data
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An example of how a fault is shown in the Figure 10-j. We show the algorithm needed to reroute power in the
transformers and transmission lines. Since the example is using “C” as the fault, the tie switch is closed
allowing power to be distributed from the commercial side onto the residential.

Figure 10-j: Fault Example

SmartGrid Demonstration Application
The primary purpose of this project is to show the user how the SDG&E Smart Grid works. For the
purposes of accessibility and familiarity, we used an Android tablet application to clearly communicate our
message. The application also works in conjunction with our physical demonstration model to provide a real,
tactile interface. This dual-interface approach facilitates visual and kinesthetic learning; by interacting with the
model and noticing changes on the application and vice-versa – while observing the simulation-driven flowing
lights – the user quickly learns about the Smart Grid with minimal input from a presenter.
As such, the demonstration application enforced a set of crucial design goals:
●

The application resembles the physical model.

●

The interface is simple and intuitive.

●

Application operation is mirrored by the physical model, and vice-versa.

●

Smart Grid functionality is emulated by the application.
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Figure 11-a: Application Interface Overview

The application’s appearance was determined after the physical model was drafted, so we were able to
match the model’s layout, components, and general color scheme at a nearly-1:1 ratio. The light animation was
also made to match the physical model: each of the moving orbs on the model’s LEDs corresponds to a colored
orb on the application. One can even track a specific orb from the substation down to the building it is destined
to reach.
To keep things simple, we organized the application interface to operate on a single screen, with all
functionality available by clicking contextual icons, such as houses, windmills, or info buttons on the side of the
screen. Technical information is available by specifically showing it (by clicking transformer icons), but the
end user is normally only going to care about the power flow animation that takes up most of the screen.
By using an ad-hoc Wi-Fi network, the Android application and physical model communicate with each other
to provide continuous parity in operation. For example, if someone turns the model’s rotary encoder for the
windmills, the application will update the wind turbine speed; similarly, if the application user changes the wind
turbine speed, the windmills on the model will change speed accordingly. Many control signals follow this line
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of logic, but most importantly, the power flow orbs on the application interface are converted to a light
animation signal that the model uses to control its LEDs. Due to the fact that the light animation is the flashiest
and most expensive part of the model, the greatest effort was made to ensure that the appearance and stability of
the animation is as good as possible.
We went to considerable lengths to ensure that the application demonstrates the Smart Grid’s selfhealing properties. The power environment is designed such that the grid can handle fault scenarios without
experiencing a blackout, but has the opportunity to become strained by the presence of electric vehicles on the
residential feeder. If a fault occurs, the power flow is redirected such that the minimum number of blocks are
denied power. Furthermore, the application demonstrates the ability for buildings (namely, houses) with solar
panels to feed power back into the grid; at peak solar hours, the power generation from solar panels will exceed
the neighborhood’s load.
Special mention should go to the light animation / power flow orbs system; it is the primary focus of
both the Android application and the physical model. The system is carefully engineered to perform smoothly
on both ends and allow for exact representation of the software’s flowing orbs on the model’s LED strands. We
have also used the light animation as a method of representing renewable power; the coal plant – which
accounts for a majority of the power – generates blue orbs, while the myriad renewable sources generate green
orbs that can be individually followed through the pathways of the power grid.
Android Software
The Smart Grid Demonstration application was written for Android 4.4 KitKat using the Java 7
programming language. Java is a C-like language that operates on a virtual machine with built-in memory
management. The device model specifically developed for is the ASUS TF701T-B1-GR, a high-end tablet that
has an nVidia Tegra 4 ARM processor, has a 2560x1600 10.1” screen, and has a hefty 2 GB of RAM. Due to
time and testing constraints, the application is designed specifically for this device; we do not know if a less
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powerful device will be able to handle the processing requirements. Moreover, the screen resolution must be
2560x1600; any variation will cause the interface to fall out of alignment or possibly no longer work at all.

Figure 11-b: Software Module Block Diagram

The application is built around a fundamental OpenGL shell. Rather than using the convenient – but
rather slow and difficult-to-manipulate Android graphics library – we opted to use OpenGL ES 2.0, a low-level
graphics API that offers far greater control and runtime speed. There were several notable challenges, such as
displaying text in an OpenGL context, but ultimately this decision made the application run very smoothly, even
with hundreds of orbs flowing around the screen.
Connected to this shell are numerous modules: the network subsystem, the electrical simulation, the
graphics API, the application interface, and the informatics page.
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Figure 11-c: Github Commit Activity

The source code was managed using Github. Github had several advantages that made it desirable for
this project, the most important of which is that that it is free to use. An over-time representation of the
commits we made to Github can be seen in Figure 11-c. In total, the SmartGrid Demonstration application has
approximately 11,600 lines of source code, including comments.
Network Subsystem (Software)
Our application runs a TCP socket connection on two threads (one to write and one to read), separate
from the rest of the application. When the application is started, or when the connection is lost for any reason,
the network subsystem enters connection mode and will continually attempt to establish a connection to the
model in the background, forever. Because the network requires no user input, it is fool-proof; if the user
accidentally exits the application or leaves the room with the tablet, the connection will re-establish once the
user turns the application back on or walks back into the room.
Once a connection is established, the application will send a batch of important state variables relating to
the time of day, current outage information, and the speed of the wind turbines. Afterwards, continuous
operation begins.
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While the network is running in continuous operation, it will write and send packets to the XBee Wi-Fi
module on the physical model using ASCII-coded signals. Each discrete message is packed into its own packet
for the sake of swift delivery and ease of programming. To avoid jamming the network, the application is
designed to send packets only when necessary; if the situation does not change, a new packet is not sent.
The application uses a custom stream reader designed to make sense of the packets sent from the physical
model. Rather than sending messages in neatly-ordered packets, the XBee device (in ad-hoc mode) acts like a
radio, sending data as soon as it receives it from the model’s master controller. As a result, the packets are
broken up and sometimes strewn with garbage data, so the reader has to compile consecutive packets, filter out
errors and garbage, and call the correct functions when a usable signal is received.
For the sake of processing speed and simplicity, sent and received packets are not encrypted,
compressed, or otherwise error-corrected. Crucial packets are sent by the network subsystem multiple times
over the course of 30 to 50 milliseconds in order to ensure that at least one arrives safely at its destination.
Furthermore, the XBee itself has no authorization requirements; any device can connect to it. We have
instructed SDG&E to look into this by configuring the XBee device so that unauthorized users cannot connect
to the model and interrupt the demonstration.
OpenGL Graphics API
OpenGL ES 2.0 is unlike standard OpenGL 2.1 in that it represents a significantly reduced instruction
set. Rather than supporting legacy graphics pipeline options, only a single rendering method is allowed (namely
DrawArrays with shaders using bound attributes for all vertex and pixel data). As a result, the graphics code is
unoptimized because the time that would have been spent refactoring it for speed was instead spent researching
this particular rendering method. Despite this, the application does perform well – better, at least, than the
standard Android graphics library would have done.
The graphics API built for the Smart Grid Demonstration application involves a frame timer that
synchronously drives the rest of the program, a texture handler, a sprite handler, and integrated drawing
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functions that run on a global loop. This organization allows the programmer to define sprite objects that
correspond to images on the screen (optionally with clickable bounds to hook into the interface) and manipulate
those sprites (such as moving or scaling them) at any point in the future with simple method calls.

User Interface
Sprites & Clickable Sprites
For the software side of our project, the main user interface was designed to be simple and easy-to-use
while also being informative and educational. Using Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator, 100+ images were
created and put together to make up the user interface. Each image is integrated into the application as a sprite
or clickable sprite, having its own unique X, Y coordinates and depth.

Figure 12-a: Default/daytime sprites of a few buildings in the application.

In the MainUI file of our program, each sprite was instantiated and given a location and depth. The
depth determined how far back or forward the sprite would be displayed. The background was given a depth of
10, which was the highest amount any visible sprite could have; anything higher than 10 would mean that the
sprite is hidden behind the background (used for pop-up window purposes). All of the buildings are set to a
depth of 0 and pop-up windows are set at -1, with its contents set at -2, allowing it to appear above the rest of
the sprites underneath. The depth each sprite is set at in the MainUI is the default depth it will have when the
application is first run. The process of hiding sprites and displaying sprites are determined by the code written
in the InputHook file. See Appendix Figure 12-b for sample code of a clickable sprite.
The InputHook holds all the code for the clickable sprites, such as for when the user pushes down on a
clickable sprite or lifts their finger up from a clickable sprite. For our application, there are dozens of buttons to
click; houses, transformers, turbines, pop-up windows, etc. For each button a code was written that would
change the depth of certain sprites to either send them behind the background to be hidden, or bring them
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forward to be shown. For example, if the fault icon is pushed, the pop-up for the fault page and all of its
corresponding fault buttons will have their depths changed from hidden to visible. At the same time, any sprites
that were displayed before the fault icon was clicked, such as pop-ups for other clickables, will be sent back to
hidden. This basically gives the user the feeling of “opening” pop-ups and “closing” pop-ups. See Appendix
Figure 12-c for sample code of “opening” and “closing” pop-ups.
Using the simulation file, data is called to the MainUI to display the values as text sprites at each
residential and commercial load. Clicking the transformer at each load will pop-up the corresponding text sprite
that displays the values that are constantly updating in real time. This allows the user to view the load data at
any time of the simulation (i.e. during a fault).
In the MainUI, a function was created to show the simulation changing from daytime to nighttime and
vice versa. Once the current time of the application reaches 7:30pm, all of the sprites have their resource files
switched to its corresponding night time sprite. The images were edited in Photoshop so they reflect what
buildings look like in the evening. When the application’s current time reaches 6:30am, the sprites have their
resource files switched back to the day time or default sprite.

Figure12-d: Building sprites during night time mode.

The user is able to control the time of the simulation by using the four buttons at the top right of the
main interface. There are three different speeds, normal, faster, and fastest. The user can also pause the
simulation as well. In the InputHook, depending on which control button was clicked, the timescale variable in
the simulation file is set to a new value, reflecting the change in the simulation time. The button that is currently
selected will be displayed as greyed out. See Appendix Figure 12-e for sample code and images of the time
control buttons.
On the top bar of the user interface, there is a small icon that displays the current weather conditions of
the simulation. A function was created to read the weather variable (renewableSolarLevel) from the simulation
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file and display the corresponding sprite. There are four weather states: sunny, partly cloudy, cloudy, and night
(no solar available). See Appendix Figure 12-f for sample code and images of the weather icons.
In the application, all the residential houses in load 2 and 3 will change to sprites that display cars and
solar panels if they are added to the simulation. A function was created to allow users to only add/remove solar
panels or cars physically from the model when the tablet is connected. When the tablet is disconnected, that is
when the residential houses become clickable and the ability to add/remove solar panels and cars are available
on the tablet for the user. The houses in residential 2 only have the capability to add/remove solar panels.
The homes in residential 3 have the capability to add/remove solar panels and electric cars. Both a solar panel
and electric car can be added to a home simultaneously. To do this, four different sprites were created to
represent the different combinations of solar/car a user could choose for these certain houses. See Appendix
Figure 12-g and 12-h for sample code and images of the residential homes with solar panels and cars.
One of the most extensive parts of the application is the fault simulation. Clicking the hazard icon will
bring up a window that allows the user to choose a location to simulate a fault. The locations are indicated by
the letters that are seen on the LED path throughout the grid. Once the user chooses a fault location, the pop-up
window will close, then displaying a large X at the faulted area and showing how the power is rerouted to
accommodate that fault. The switches and tie also have multiple sprites, changing according to which segment
of the path has an outage. If the lights on the switch/tie are red, that means power is flowing through and if the
lights are green, power cannot flow through. Special dig and Mylar balloon faults can also be directly activated
by clicking the balloon and tractor icons from the main user interface. See Appendix Figure 12-i, 12-j, and 12-k
for images of the switches and screenshots of the fault simulation.
Infographics
An infographics page was created to provide a depiction of the simulation data. The simulation is
continuously running in the background of the application. It is updating all the values displayed on the UI. The
simulation controls all data on the app and is variable by time or by user interaction. On the main page of the
app, the values for each line of the grid are shown and update over time and even adjust when users control time
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speed, simulate faults, and even add solar panels or electric vehicles to the houses. The infographics page
provides the user a visual to help them understand the data. With the graphs, the users can observe the trends
and patterns of the smart grid. The infographics page was designed to display the data over a 24-hour period so
that the user can see the smart grid’s power pattern throughout the day. The graphs page was developed by
using an additional library and is implemented differently than the other pop-up windows.
To design an effective graph that can clearly display the desired data points, an additional library was
included to the project. The particular library, called GraphView, was created especially to support line and bar
graphs. The GraphView library was made available through another GitHub repository
(https://github.com/jjoe64/GraphView) and provided all the tools needed to integrate a customizable line graph
to the app. The library defines all the functions to make an appropriate line graph and gives the power to adjust
any feature.
The application features three different pop-up windows: general info, fault simulation, and the
infographics page. Although the infographics page does appear as a pop-up window just like the others, a
different approach was taken during development. Instead of being a simulated sprite window, the graph is
actually using XML layout as its visual structure for the user interface. XML uses different vocabulary but is
only used to define the layout of a window. A white rectangle was generated in XML to act as a pop-up window
and another XML class was created to adjust the aesthetics of the borders to have a similar look as the other
pop-up windows. With the window layout set-up, the graph is identified through the id as a View object.

Figure 13-a:
XML Layout of pop-up window

Figure 13-b:
Drawable layout for custom border
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The actual implementations of the application’s infographics are done in a View class called
GraphsPage. The class has to be made as a View object so that it can display within the window created by the
XML Layout. It is written completely in Java like the other classes used in the project. To build the graph to
display the data, GraphsPage calls certain values from the Simulation class. For example, if focusing on
residential area 1, the Load1 array of SimInfo in the Simulation class is called to display the data of load
demand. The Simulation class is set up with multiple arrays that run in sequential order by the hour of the day.
Since the graphs are calling the values directly from the source, it also follows the same sequential order.
The graph view is set to a 24 hour period but the data lines are designed to move and create the
appearance of live updating every hour. To make the graph actually move, appendData was used so that the data
is updated every hour by adding a new part of the line graph. It is completely simultaneous with the simulation
running in the background that even when a fault is activated, the respective line representing the faulted area
will drop to zero until fixed. As seen in the example Figure 13-c below, res1update is calling the values from
Load1 array in SimInfo and using those values for the Y-coordinates and “hour” for the X-coordinates. It is
appending each new data to the end of res1update for 24 iterations then repeats. With appendData, the line
graph can move and update with the data in nearly the same time and even show simulated faults when
necessary.

Figure 13-c : Line graph code example

One of the main goals of the overall app design was to keep it somewhat simple and to have the grid be
the central main page. Which is why all other windows are shown as pop-ups and not as a whole separate page.
The patterns and trends were the main purpose of including an infographics page. Instead of having users trying
to decipher the numerical data, the infographics page shows the data in a visual way that may help them
understand. However all the lines were static and was not very aesthetically pleasing.
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Figure 13-d: Final Draft

The final infographics page can be seen in Figure 13-d. Firstly, the pop-up window itself now includes a
border and curved edges and provides the graph extra padding to not appear as tight as previous. The custom
border was all implemented with the XML layout code found in Figure 13-b. which was included as a drawable
background. Next, the residential and commercial areas were merged so that instead of 3 residential lines, there
is just one line representing the general residential feeder line and also the commercial side is represented by the
industrial feeder line. Also, lines on the graph were included to represent the conventional power provided by
SDG&E as well as the renewable energy. These changes enabled the infographics page to provide more content
while becoming simpler.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Our goal of constructing an educational and interactive model to demonstrate SDG&E’s smart grid
efforts was met. The hardware model replicates the city of San Diego and contains interactive elements that
simulate conditions found in real life. Based on the public’s response of our demonstration at Design Day, the
goal of having an attractive model was also reached. However, there are a few things that can be improved.
The hardware team, to meet the deadline, dropped a twinkling lights effect for the buildings and homes.
The preliminary code is available on the digital project archive included with this report.
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For the software team, some things we would’ve improved are the interactive features of the application.
Being able to drag and drop buttons to cause a fault would have been more intuitive for the user. Also adding
more animations to the sprites would have been more visually appealing. On the hardware model, the Mylar
balloon and dig fault had their own way of being initialized and the software could have made similar
animations for these events.
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Appendix

GPPCB Specifications
●
●
●
●

Fabricated by: OSHpark (OSHpark.com)
Dimensions: 2.93 x 2.26 x 0.063 inches (PCB) with 0.130 inch (mounting holes)
Layers: 2 with 1 oz. copper plating
Cost per PCB: $11.35

GPPCB Features
●
●
●
●
●

●

PIC16F886 Microcontroller - Small Outline Integrated Circuit (SOIC)
In Circuit Serial Programming (ICSP) - PICkit 3
I2C Parallel Chain Connection
Headers - 0.1” Spacing
Power Connections
○ Input Terminal Block: “Power”
■ 5V, GND
○ Output Headers: “H1”, “H2”, “PICkit3 ICSP”, “I2C”
■ 5V, GND - 11 pins each
Component Options - 1206 Surface Mount Devices (SMD):
○ Pull-Up (8):
■ PU0, PU1, PU2, PU3, PU4, PU5, PU6, PU7
○ Pull-Down (6):
■ PU0, PD1, PD2, PD3, PD6, PD7
○ Series (22):
■ RA0, RA1, RA2, RA3, RA4, RA5, RA6, RA7
■ RB0, RB1, RB2, RB3, RB4, RB5, RB6, RB7
■ RC0, RC1, RC2, RC3, RC4, RC5
○ Motor Control (2):
■ D1, D2
■ Q1, Q2 (SOT-23 package)
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Figure 7-c: Light Animation Arrangement

Figure 10-a: Power World Data
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Figure 10-c: Array Data

Figure 10-f: Fixed Variables

Figure 10-g: Fixed Variable Arrays
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Figure 12-b: Example of code for a certain clickable sprite.

Figure 12-c: Example code of opening a pop-up and closing a pop-up.

Figure 12-e: Example code of the faster button and it’s corresponding sprites.

Figure12-f: Code for solar states and corresponding weather sprites.

Figure 12-g: Residential 2 pop-up sprite and house sprites with solar panel.
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Figure 12-h: Residential 3 pop-up sprite and house sprites with solar panel and electric car.

Figure 12-i: All the different types of sprites for the switches and tie.

Figure 12-j: Image of the fault simulation pop-up window.
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Figure 12-k: Image of the resulting change in power flow if there was a fault at “I”.

